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1. INTRODUCTION
A classical problem in invariant theory is to find a precise description of
 the subring of the coordinate ring for the n r matrices k M , r n,nr
consisting of all the invariant elements with respect to the natural right
Ž .action of the special linear group SL k , where k is an algebraicallyr
closed field of characteristic 0.
In this paper we present a solution for the analogous problem in the
 quantum case. Here k M is replaced by the quantum matrix bialgebranr
Ž .  and SL k by the quantum special linear group Ma1, PW . This leads tor
the formulation of the first and second fundamental theorem for the
quantum special linear group.
Similarly to what happens for the commutative case, the first theorem of
quantum coinvariant theory states that the ring of quantum coinvariants
coincides with the ring generated by certain quantum minors in the
quantum matrix bialgebra. This is precisely the ring of the quantum
 grassmannian as it is defined in Fi2, LR, TT .
 Using the results in TT, Fi2 we are able to give a presentation of the
ring of quantum coinvariants in terms of generators and relations. This is
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the content of the second fundamental theorem of quantum coinvariant
theory. Both the first and second theorems of quantum coinvariant theory
reduce to the corresponding classical results when the indeterminate q is
specialized to 1.
At the end we use the given presentation of the quantum grassmannian
to define quantum Schubert varieties and to show they are quantum
homogeneous spaces; that is, they admit a coaction by a suitable quantum
group.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let k M benr
the polynomial ring generated by the indeterminates a , 1 i n, 1 ji j
Ž .   r n. SL k , the special linear group, acts on k M ,r n r
g  a  a g , g SL k .Ž .Ýi j i k k j r
k
A basic problem in invariant theory is to describe the ring of invariants
 SLnŽk .  k M , i.e., the ring of elements of k M which are invariant withnr nr
respect to the above action.
The first fundamental theorem of invariant theory states that
Ž .SL kr   k M  k d  k M ,nr i  i n r1 r
where
Ž .	l d  	1 a . . . a ;Ž .Ýi . . . i i  Ž1. i  Ž r .1 r 1 r
Sr
 i.e., the ring of invariants is the subring of k M generated by the minorsnr
d for any 1 i    i  n.i  i 1 r1 r
The second fundamental theorem of invariant theory states that
Ž .SL kr k M  k d 
 k X I ,nr i . . . i i . . . i P1 r 1 r
where X are indeterminates and I is the ideal generated by thei  i P1 r
relations
Ž .l j . . . j1 rX  	1 X aŽ . Ž .j . . . j Ž j . . . j .1 r 1 r o r d
r1
s	1 X X  0, pŽ . Ž .ˆÝ i . . . i . . . i i j . . . j1 s r1 s 1 r	1
s1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .where l j . . . j is the length of the permutation 1 . . . r  j . . . j and1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž .j . . . j  j . . . j is a permutation of the indices j . . . j such that1 r o rd   1 r1 r
Ž .j    j . The relations a are called alternating relations. The 1 r
Ž .relations p are called Plucker relations and they are computed for any¨
fixed set of positive integers i    i , j    j , belonging to1 r1 1 r	1
  Ž   .the interval 1, n see Fu for more details .
Another set of relations that generate the ideal I is given by theP
Ž . Ž  .relations a together with see Fu, Chap. 8
ˆ ˆŽ .	l i . . . i . . . i . . . i i . . . i1   rs  1 s 1 s	1Ž .Ý
1   rs1 s
 X X  0. yŽ .ˆ ˆi . . . i . . . i . . . i i . . . i j . . . j1   rs   1 r	s1 s 1 s
Clearly this second set includes the previous one. We will call, following
 TT , the elements of the second set Young relations.
We wish to give a quantum analogue of this classical setting.
Ž .  	1  ² :DEFINITION 2.1 . Let k  k q, q and let k a be the free alge-q q i j
 bra over k with a as noncommutative generators, i, j 1, n . Defineq i j
 k M , the quantum matrix bialgebra, as the associative k -algebra withq n q
 4unit generated by the elements a , i, j 1 . . . n , subject to the relationsi j
a a  q	1a a , i k ,i j k j k j i j
a a  a a , i k , j l or i k , j li j k l k l i j
a a  q	1a a , j l ,i j i l i l i j
a a 	 a a  q	1	 q a a , i k , j l.Ž .i j k l k l i j k j i l
² :We shall refer to the two-sided ideal in k a generated by theseq i j
relations as I , the ideal of the Manin relations.M
 Define on k M the comultiplication  and the counit q n
 a  a  a ,  a  	 .Ž . Ž .Ýi j i k k j i j i j
k
 k M is a bialgebra with the given  and  .q n
We now introduce the notion of quantum minor.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2 . We define the quantum minor obtained by taking rows
j1 . . . jm ² :i . . . i , columns j . . . j as the element D  k a given by1 m 1 m i . . . i q i j1 m
Ž .	l j . . . j1 mD  def 	q a . . . a ,Ž .Ýi . . . i i  Ž i . i  Ž i .1 m 1 1 m m
Ž . Ž . : i . . . i  j . . . j1 m 1 m
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with
1 i    i  n , 1 j    j  n ,1 m 1 m
Ž .where  runs over all the bijections and l  is the length of the
j1 . . . jm  permutation  . m is called the rank of D . Its image in k M isi . . . i q n1 m
then the usual quantum determinant. We shall write D j1 . . . jm for thisi . . . i1 m
image also, the context making clear where the element sits. For all the
 properties of these quantum minors see PW .
This enables us to define the Hopf algebra
    1 . . . nk SL  k M  D 	 1Ž .q n de f q n 1 . . . n
j	 i ˆ1 . . . i . . . nS a  	q D ,Ž . Ž . ˆi j d e f 1 . . . j . . . n
where S denotes the antipode.
Ž .Notation. Given an index I i . . . i , 1 i  . . . i  n, we will1 r 1 r
denote with D the quantum minor D1 . . . r . We will drop the upper indicesI i . . . i1 r
whenever they coincide with the first r consecutive integers.
Ž .Obseration 2.3 . It is also possible to define quantum minors for
nonordered indices
Ž .	l 1 . . . r ² :D  	q a . . . a  k a .Ž .Ýi . . . i d e f i  Ž i . i  Ž i . q i j1 r 1 1 m m
Ž . Ž . : i . . . i  1 . . . r1 r
We have that
Ž .l 1 . . . r 1 . . . rD  	q D mod I ,Ž .i . . . i Ž i . . . i . M1 r 1 r o r d
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..where  i . . . i  S and ord i . . . i  	 i . . . 	 i where 	 is a1 r r 1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž .permutation of the set of distinct indices i . . . i and 	 i    	 i .1 r 1 r
Ž   .See PW, p. 44 for more details.
3. THE FIRST AND SECOND FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM
OF QUANTUM COINVARIANT THEORY
We now want to establish a quantum version of the first and second
fundamental theorem of invariant theory.
  Ž .  Define k M , the quantum n, r -matrix ring, as the subring of k Mq nr q n
generated by a for 1 i n, 1 j r n.i j
 We first want to show that there exists a coaction of k SL onq r
   k M . We will denote the generators of the ring k SL by g to avoidq nr q r i j
confusion.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1 . Let 
 be the ring homomorphism defined by

     k M  k M  k SLq nr q nr q r
a  a  g .Ýi j i k k j
k
Then 
 is well defined and it is a coaction.
Note. For the definition of coaction and its main properties refer for
 example to Ma1, p. 16 .
Proof. This is a direct check.
Ž .  DEFINITION 3.2 . We say that an element X k M is coinariantq nr
Ž .with respect to the coaction 
 if 
 X  X 1. We will denote the ring of
 k qSLr coinvariants by k M .q nr
   Define k D as the subring of k M generated by the quantumq q nr
minors D , 1 i    i  n.i . . . i 1 r1 r
 k qSLr   We want to show that k M  k D .q nr q
Ž .  PROPOSITION 3.3 . k D is free as k -module and its basis is gien byq q
the set of monomials
D . . . D , 4I I Ž . 4I . . . I S1 k 1 k
Ž .where S contains all I . . . I such that I . . . I form the columns of a1 k 1 k
Ž   .Young tableau. See Fu, p. 1 for the definition of Young tableau.
 Ž .Proof. See TT, 3.5 .
Ž .  4Remarks 3.4 . 1. d . . . d is a basis for the ring of theI I Ž I . . . I . S41 k 1 k  Ž  .classical minors in k M see Fu, p. 137 .nr
 4     2. D . . . D is a basis for A D  A  k D for any  ,I I Ž I . . . I . S4 q q q1 k 1 k
where A is the local ringq
f
A  g   0, f , g k .Ž .q q½ 5g
 Certainly this set generates A D . Ifq
a D . . . D  0,Ý I . . . I I I1 k 1 k
 Ž .a A , I . . . I SI . . . I q 1 k1 k
where S S, by multiplying by a suitable non-zero w k we haveq
wa D . . . D  0.Ý I . . . I I I1 k 1 k
Ž .wa k , I . . . I SI . . . I q 1 k1 k
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Ž . Ž .By Proposition 3.3 wa  0 for all I . . . I , which implies thatI . . . I 1 k1 k
Ž .a  0 for all I . . . I , because k is an integral domain.I . . . I 1 k q1 k
Ž .LEMMA 3.5 .
 k SLq r   k D  k M .q q nr
Ž .Proof. We need to show that 
 D D  1.i . . . i i . . . i1 r 1 r
Ž .	l 

 D  
 	q a . . . aŽ .Ž . Ýi . . . i i  Ž1. i  Ž r .1 r 1 rž /
Sr
Ž .	l  	q a . . . a  g . . . gŽ .Ý i k i k k  Ž1. k  Ž r .1 1 r r 1 r
S , k . . . kr 1 r
Ž .	l  a . . . a  	q g . . . gŽ .Ý Ýi k i k k  Ž1. k  Ž r .1 1 r r 1 r
k . . . k S1 r r
Ž .	l K 	q a . . . a  1D  1,Ž .Ý i k i k i . . . i1 1 r r 1 r
k . . . k1 r
Ž . Ž .where  is the permutation 1 . . . i  k . . . k .K r 1 r
 View k M as a k -module and consider its I-adic completion withq nr q
ˆŽ .    respect to the ideal I q	 1  k . Notice that k M  k M ,q q nr q nr
 i   Ž .since  I k M  0 .i0 q nr
ˆŽ .      LEMMA 3.6 . Let X k M  k M be a k SL coinariantq nr q nr q r
element. Then

l DX q	 1 X ,Ž .Ý l
l0
where
X D al D . . . DÝl I . . . I I I1 k 1 kl l
l Ž .a k , I . . . I SI . . . I 1 k1 k ll
Ž Ž . .and S is a suitable subset of S see Proposition 3.3 for the definition of S .
Proof. We start by making the following general observation. Consider
     the homomorphism of k -modules  : k M  k M 
 k M q q nr nr q nr
Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž .q	 1 k M . If  A   B then A B q	 1 C, for some Cq nr
 k M .q nr
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Ž .Since X is coinvariant, then  X is coinvariant for the classical action;
Ž .Ž .hence by 3.4 1 we have that
 X  a0 d . . . d ,Ž . Ý I . . . I I I1 k 1 k0 0
0 Ž .a k , I . . . I TI . . . I 1 k1 k 00
Ž .where d   D and suitable T S.I I
By the general observation we have
X a0 D . . . D  q	 1 XŽ .Ý I . . . I I I 11 k 1 k0 0
0 Ž .a k , I . . . I TI . . . I 1 k1 k 00
 X D q	 1 X .Ž .0 1
Notice that the coefficients a0 are in k and they are the ones thatI . . . I1 k0Ž .appear in the expression of  X .
D Ž .Since both X and X are coinvariant we have that q	 1 X is0 1
coinvariant; hence X is coinvariant. We can repeat this argument N1
times and we get
N	1
l NDX q	 1 X  q	 1 XŽ . Ž .Ý l N
l0
with
X D al D . . . D ,Ýl I . . . I I I1 k 1 kl l
l Ž .a k , I . . . I TI . . . I 1 k l1 k ll
where T is a suitable subset of S.l
 X D  al d . . . d .Ž . Ýl I . . . I I I1 k 1 kl l
l Ž .a k , I . . . I TI . . . I 1 k l1 k ll
This proves the lemma.
Ž .With deg Y we will denote the total degree in the a of an elementi j
 Y k M . Since I is generated by homogeneous relations the degreeq nr M
is well defined. By an abuse of notation deg will also denote the degree of
 an element in k M .nr
Ž .Remarks 3.7 . 1. We want to make a few crucial remarks about
Ž .Lemma 3.6 . We have that
deg X D  deg XŽ .Ž .l l
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž D.because deg X  deg  X and deg  X  deg X . Hencel l l l
deg X  deg XŽ . Ž .l1 l
Ž .and all these degrees are bounded by N deg X .
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Hence we have that
X b D . . . D ,Ý I . . . I I I1 k 1 k
ˆ Ž .kN , b k , I . . . I SI . . . I q 1 k1 k
ˆwhere S S and k denotes the I-adic completion of k with respect toq q
Ž .I q	 1 .
In particular notice that the sum is finite.
 2. We also remark that the fact that X k M does not automat-q nr
ically guarantee that X l  0 for l sufficiently large. For example, if weD
	1 	1  Ž . lŽ . ltake X q D for some fixed I, we have q D Ý q	 1 	1 D ;I I l0 I
l Ž . lhence X  	1 D ,  l.D I
Ž .  LEMMA 3.8 . Let X k M be coinariant; then there exists w k ,q nr q
 w 0, such that wX k D .q
Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. By Lemma 3.6 and Remark 3.7 1 we have
X b D . . . DÝ I . . . I I I1 k 1 k
ˆ Ž .kN , b k , I . . . I SI . . . I q 1 k1 k
  c a . . . a  k M ,Ý i j . . . i j i j i j q nr1 1 p p 1 1 p p
Ž . Ž .c k , i j   i ji j . . . i j q 1 1 p p1 1 p p
where  is the lexicographic ordering and S S. We now reorder
Ž .lexicographically D . . . D for all I . . . I  S. The previous equationI I 1 k1 k
becomes
b f I1 . . . Ik a . . . aÝ ÝI . . . I i j . . . i j i j i j1 k 1 1 k r k r 1 1 k r k r
Ž . Ž .ˆ i j   i jb k , kN 1 1 k r k rI . . . I q1 k
 c a . . . a .Ý i j . . . i j i j i j1 1 p p 1 1 p p
Ž . Ž .c k , i j   i ji j . . . i j q 1 1 p p1 1 p p
ˆ ˆ ˆ    Ž .Let k M  k M  k interpret k as a subring of k .q nr q nr k q q qq
 4   Ž  .a . . . a is a basis for k M see PW, p. 38 ;i j i j Ž i j .    Ž i j ., s4 q nr1 1 s s 1 1 s s ˆ 4hence a . . . a form a basis for the free k -modulei j i j Ž i j .    Ž i j ., s4 q1 1 s s 1 1 s sˆ  k M .q nr
Then we have the equality
b f I1 . . . Ik  c , f I1 . . . Ik , c  k Ž .Ý I . . . I i j . . . i j i j . . . i j i j . . . i j i j . . . i j q1 k 1 1 k r k r 1 1 k r k r 1 1 k r k r 1 1 k r k r
I . . . I1 k
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Let Q k and Q k be the quotient fields of k and k , respectively. Weq q q q
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .have Q k Q k . We can view  as a linear system with unknownsq q
ˆŽ .b ’s is in a finite dimensional vector space over Q k .I . . . I q1 k
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I1 . . . Ik Ž .Since the coefficients f , c  k Q k , if this systemi j . . . i j i j . . . i j q q1 1 k r k r 1 1 k r k rˆŽ . Ž .admits a solution in Q k , it will then also admit a solution in Q k .q q
Hence
˜X b D . . . D .Ý I . . . I I I1 k 1 k
˜ Ž .kN , b Q kI . . . I q1 k
˜Ž .Lemma 3.8 follows by choosing w k such that wb  k .q I . . . I q1 k
   We now need to prove some results about the A -module A Dq q
Ž .Ž .introduced in Remark 3.4 2 .
Ž .     Ž .   LEMMA 3.9 . Let A d  A D  q 	  A D . Define d q q q I
 Ž .         D , where  : A D  A d . Then A d is free oer k with basisI q q q
   4d . . . d .I I Ž I . . . I . S41 k 1 k
   Proof. k M is a graded k -module. k D inherits the grading sinceq nr q q
 it is generated by homogeneous elements. Hence A D is a gradedq
A-module. Observe thatq
     q	  A D  A D .² : ² :Ž . q qm m
² :where denotes the homogeneous component of degree m and degreem
has to be intended with respect to the a . Hence we havei j

    A d 
 A d² :q q m
m0
        A d  A D q	  A D .² : ² : ² :Ž .q q qm m m
Ž . ²  :Lemma 3.9 will follow once we prove that A d is free with basismq
   4d . . . d with rkm.I I Ž I . . . I . S41 k 1 k
 ²  :Notice that A is a Noetherian local ring and A D a finitelymq q
    4 Žgenerated A -module with basis D . . . D , rkm Remarkq I I Ž I . . . I . S41 k 1 k
Ž .Ž .. Ž .²  :3.4 2 . When we pass to the quotient by q	  A D this set willmq
Ž  Ž ..still be a basis see Mt, Chap. 1, 2.3 ; hence we have our result.
Ž .    LEMMA 3.10 . Let X k M . If wX A D , w k , w 0, thenq nr q q
 X A D .q
Ž . Proof. Let y  denote the image of an element y A under theq
  Ž . Ž .morphism A  A  q	  
 k k is algebraically closed . Observe thatq q
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Ž .if w   0, we have immediately
X w	1 wX .Ž .
Ž .Hence it is sufficient to consider the case w q	  .
Let
 X c a a  k M .Ý i j . . . i j i j i j q nr1 1 s s 1 1 s s
Ž . Ž .i j   i j , c k1 1 s s i j . . . i j q1 1 s s
Ž .Ž .By the hypothesis and Remark 3.4 2 we have
q	  c a . . . aŽ . Ý i j . . . i j i j i j1 1 s s 1 1 s s
Ž . Ž .i j   i j , c k1 1 s s i j . . . i j q1 1 s s
fI . . . I1 p D . . . D ,Ý I I1 pg I . . . IŽ .I . . . I S , f , g A 1 p1 p I . . . I I . . . I q1 p 1 p
where S S.
Ž .Assume also that q	  f for some I . . . I ; otherwise weI . . . I 1 k1 k
 Ž .would be done. Let  be the map introduced in 3.9 .
 q	  c a . . . aŽ . Ý i j . . . i j i j i j1 1 s s 1 1 s sž Ž . Ž .i j   i j , c k1 1 s s i j . . . i j q1 1 s s
fI . . . I1 p	 D . . . DÝ I I1 pg / I . . . IŽ .I . . . I S , f , g A 1 p1 p I . . . I I . . . I q1 p 1 p
f Ž .I . . . I1 p   d . . . d  0.Ý I I1 pg Ž .I . . . IŽ . Ž . Ž .I . . . I S , f  , g  k 1 p1 p I . . . I I . . . I1 p 1 p
Ž .By Lemma 3.9 we have
f Ž .I . . . I1 p  0;
g Ž .I . . . I1 p
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .that is, f   0. This implies that f  q	  f , f I . . . I I . . . I I . . . I I . . . I1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p
A and this proves our result.q
Ž .    LEMMA 3.11 . If wX k D , w k , w 0, then X k D .q q q
Ž .  Proof. By Lemma 3.10 we have that X A D for all  k; henceq
 X k D .q
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Ž . ŽTHEOREM 3.12 First Fundamental Theorem of Quantum Coinvariant
.Theory .
 k SLq r   k d  k M .q q nr
Ž .    kqSLr Proof. By Lemma 3.5 we have that k D  k M . To get theq q nr
Ž .other inclusion notice that by Lemma 3.8 we have that given an coinvari-
  Ž .ant X there exists w k such that wX k D . By Lemma 3.11 ,q q
 X k D .q
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.13 . Notice that for q 1 Theorem 3.12 reduces to the
Žstatement of the first fundamental theorem of invariant theory see Sec-
.tion 2 .
Now we can give immediately a quantum version of the second funda-
mental theorem of invariant theory.
Ž . ŽTHEOREM 3.14 Second Fundamental Theorem of Quantum Coinvari-
.ant Theory .
 k SLq r ² : k M 
 k 
 I ,q nr q I k q
² : Ž .where k 
 is the free ring with generators 
 , I i . . . i , 1 i . . . i q I I 1 r 1 r
n, and I is the two-sided ideal generated by the relationskq
Ž .l I

  	q 
 aŽ . Ž .I Io rd
N




  q 	 qŽ .ÝJ I I J
i1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..	l  L 	l  L	q 
 
 cŽ . Ž .Ý ŽL , i i . ŽL , i . . . i .k . . . k o rd k k o rd1 p 1 pˆ ˆi . . . i . . . i . . . i1 k k rŽ . 1 pL, L Ci
I i . . . i  J j . . . j I J i . . . iŽ . Ž .  41 r 1 r k k1 p
i    i , j    j1 r 1 r
Ž .	l i . . . ı . . . ı . . . i i . . . .iˆ ˆ1   rs  1 s 1 s	qŽ .Ý
1    rs1 s
 
 
  0. yŽ .i . . . ı . . . ı . . . i i . . . i j . . . jˆ ˆ1   rs 1 s 1 r	s1 s
Ž .Each of the relations in the set y is computed for any set of fixed indices
i    i , j    j .1 rs 1 r	s
 All the symbols that appear have been defined in Fi2 .
  Ž  Ž ..Proof. Since this is a presentation of k D see TT, 3.5 by Theo-q
Ž .  kqSLr rem 3.12 it gives also a presentation for k M .q nr
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Ž .Remark. In this presentation we write the commutation relations c
Ž .    explicitly, according to Theorem 2.19 in Fi2 . In TT these relations are
not worked out, but left instead implicit in the form of Young relations,
Ž .here denoted by y . Our description is hence redundant, but we leave it in
this form since its equivalence with the commutative case appears more
evident. In fact for q 1 it is immediate that this presentation coincides
with the classical one.
 In Fi2 it is shown that a subset of these relations, namely the commuta-
˜tion relations and the quantum Plucker relations, generate an ideal I in¨ Aq˜² : ² :  A 
 such that A 
 I 
 A D . It is an interesting and still openq I q I A qq˜ ² :question if I  k 
  I ; that is, if the quantum Plucker relations¨A q I kq q
generate the quantum Young relations as happens in the commutative
Ž .case that is, for q 1 .
4. QUANTUM SCHUBERT CELLS
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 4.1 . Let T t . . . t be a multiindex, 1 t    t1 r 1 r
 Ž . n. We define k X T the quantum Schubert ariety, as the ringq
 k X T 
 k D  D , J T .Ž . Ž .q q J
Notice that for q 1 we obtain the coordinate ring of a Schubert variety.
Ž .  DEFINITION 4.2 . Define k B , the quantum Borel subgroup ofq n
    Ž .  k SL , as the quotient k SL  a , i j . It is immediate that k B isq n q n i j q n
an Hopf algebra.
We now want to view the quantum Schubert varieties as quantum
homogeneous spaces.
Ž .  PROPOSITION 4.3 . There is a coaction of k B on any quantumq n
 Ž .Schubert ariety k X T .q
   Proof. The coaction of k SL on k D gives rise to a coaction 
 ofq n q
   k B on k D simply passing to the quotient. We only need to checkq n q
Ž .that 
 D Ý b D , where J, J  T. This is an easy computation.J i i J ii
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 4.4 . Consider G 3, 6 . We want to give explicitly the ring of












 . We want to write all the relations.134 135 136 145 146 156 234
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 , j 5, 6156 135 135 156 234 13 j 13 j 234




































146 156 156 146 234 156 156 234
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There are no Plucker relations and hence no quantum Young relations¨
besides the commutation relations. We have obtained a presentation for
 Ž .k X T .q
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